(Event postponed) Data Protection Roadshow
Edinburgh

Location & Date

Date: 1st November 2020
Time: 09:00 - 15:30
Location: Edinburgh
CPD Hours: 5 hours

Event postponed
Due to Covid-19 we have postponed this event. We will endeavour to reschedule it as soon as possible. If you have already booked a place for this event, or require more information, please email: cpd@lawscot.org.uk

5 hours verifiable CPD

Last year the Information Commissioner’s Office indicated that it intended to issue the first fines since the Data Protection Act 2018 came into force. It appears that these fines may be significantly higher than any fine issued so far across the EU - a real statement of intent from the ICO. However, some uncertainty about the key principles of GDPR and how to implement them remain.

With law firms holding significant volumes of confidential data, it has never been more important to ensure that your data processes are secure and compliant. This event will provide you with a key grounding in these matters, bringing to light the regulatory requirements and their practical implications.

Are you a solicitor who specialises in freedom of information and data protection and would like to develop your career and marketing in this area? If so you may want to think about applying to become an Law Society of Scotland accredited specialist. To find out more see Accredited Specialisms.

Note: This course would cover your risk management CPD requirement*.

*All solicitors who hold a practising certificate now need to do a minimum of one hour risk management CPD as part of the existing 20 hours of annual CPD. The risk management CPD can be either personal study or verifiable CPD or a combination of both.

Overview

Learning outcomes

Why should I attend?

- Learn about the key aspects of data protection regulation and how it affects your work
- Review the ways your organisation uses data and how to implement the most effective data protection policies
- Protect yourself and your organisation from data breaches and other cybersecurity risks

Confirmed speakers

- Laura Irvine, Partner, Davidson Chalmers Stewart
- Basil Manoussos, Manager, The Cyber Academy
Testimonials

"Laura Irvine was excellent and very engaging. All speakers were very informative."
**Edinburgh, March 2018**

"All good, informative, engaging"
**Edinburgh, March 2018**

"All were friendly and interesting - I liked the humour (as otherwise dense without)! Good job!"
**Edinburgh, March 2018**

"All spoke very well, kept it interesting and engaging. Very good chair."
**Edinburgh, March 2018**

Programme Details

09:00 - 09:20  Registration, exhibition and refreshments

09:20 - 09:30  Welcome and introduction, Chair

**Speaker**
Laura Irvine, Partner, Davidson Chalmers Stewart

---

Session one  Introduction to data protection

09:30 - 10:30  Introduction to data protection regulation

- Key things you should be aware of
- Latest developments and cases
- Future developments
- Working with the regulator and understanding their expectations

**Speaker**
Laura Irvine, Partner, Davidson Chalmers Stewart

---

10:30 - 11:30  Data processing

- When can you process information and what can you do with it?
- Client confidentiality
- Data subject rights

11:30 - 11:45  Refreshments, exhibition and networking
Session two

11:45 - 12:45
Implementing data protection procedures
- How to ensure compliance in your organisation
- Training and informing colleagues, clients and suppliers
- Auditing personal data

12:45 - 13:45
Minimising cyber risks and managing data breaches
- Why are law firms vulnerable?
- What are the main cyber risks?
- How can they be minimised?

Speaker
Basil Manoussos, Manager, The Cyber Academy

13:45 - 14:30
Lunch, exhibition and networking

Session three

14:30 - 15:20
Practical workshop session

Speaker
Laura Irvine, Partner, Davidson Chalmers Stewart

15:20 - 15:30
Closing remarks

Prices

prices exclude VAT

Member: £205.00
New member: £170.84
Accredited Paralegal: £170.84
Trainee: £170.84
Unemployed member: £162.69
Non-member: £209.27